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Hobos & Drifters – Post War Blues (1966)

  

    A1  –One String Sam  My Baby Oooo    A2  –One String Sam  I Need A 100 Dollars  B1 
–Black Diamond Lonesome Blues    B2  –Goldrush All My Money Is Gone      A side tracks are
recorded in Detroit, MI 1958.  B side tracks are recorded in Oakland, CA 1949.     

 

  

Hobo, tramp, and bum are all terms for a person who’s homeless and without a steady job.
While most folks use these words interchangeably, there is a slight difference between the
three—especially to those who live this lifestyle. To be precise, a hobo is someone who travels
from place to place looking for work, a tramp is someone who travels but avoids work whenever
possible, and a bum doesn’t care to work or travel. --- knowledgenuts.com

  

 

  

Not much is known about One String Sam, an eccentric street musician who walked into Joe's
Record Shop on Hastings Street in Detroit in 1956 and recorded two odd and unforgettable
tracks, "I Need a Hundred Dollars" and "My Baby Ooo," on a fretless, one- string instrument that
was essentially a diddley bow, consisting of a wood plank with a piano wire stretched between
two nails, augmented with an electric guitar pickup. Sam, whose real name was Sam Wilson,
fretted the instrument with a baby food jar and, placing the jar near the vocal microphone when
he sang, created his own echo chamber. The result was an eerie, spooky, and riveting version
of country blues. Sam played on the streets in Detroit for a few years, but eventually vanished.
He was relocated in nearby Inkster in 1973 and added to the roster of the Ann Arbor Blues &
Jazz Festival that year, where he performed "I Need a Hundred Dollars" and "I Got to Go"
before vanishing once again into blues history. His entire recorded output consists of the two
sides recorded in 1956, plus the two tracks recorded at the 1973 festival in Ann Arbor. The
Hastings Street tracks (which were originally released on JVB Records) can be found on
Document's Rural Blues, Vol. 1, while the festival tracks are on Motor City Blues, released in
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1998 by Total Energy Records. --- Steve Leggett, Rovi

  

 

  

Goldrush - american blues pianist and vocalist. Real name unknown. Date and location of birth
unknown. Date and location of death unknown.

  

 

  

Black Diamond – guitarist from Texas. Real name apparently James Butler. Date and location
of birth unknown. Date and location of death unknown.

  

 

  

Jaxyson – obscure (and primarily gospel) label operating in Oakland between 1948 and 1950.
Its only blues artists were Goldrush and Black Diamond.
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